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Cookbooks from DK Publishing are different from other publishers’ cookbooks. Packed with graphics
and visuals like the children’s books that are DK’s mainstay, the cookbooks are edited rather than
authored, with a vast team contributing to each one. With no authorial voice to speak of, DK
cookbooks generally score high on clarity and legibility, and maybe a little short on romance. But
the unexpected thing is that the recipes glow with inspiration, but then fall short on the practical
side.

In one of the Harry Potter books, there’s a famous potions textbook whose recipes don’t work
properly until Harry turns to the notes scrawled in the margins by the book’s previous owner. That’s
exactly how I felt about “The Kitchen Garden Cookbook.’’

For example, there’s a good recipe for green beans with toasted hazelnuts, but it neglects to tell you
the salted water needs to be boiling when you put the beans in (otherwise they cook for 2 minutes
past the boil, not 6). Once the beans are cooked, it advises you to refresh them in cold water, but if
you do, the butter you’re supposed to add next won’t melt on top of them.

I loved the bold flavors - garlic, pomegranate molasses, mint - in herb-scented tabbouleh, but it
definitely does not serve four as indicated. In this Lilliputian recipe, you have to double everything
(or at least the bulgur) if you really want to serve four.

A savory pork tenderloin goes beautifully with the textural contrast of apricots and pecans, but it
either has to be sliced thicker or cooked a shorter time, and the recipe never calls for the salt and
pepper that finally bring it to life. Cucumber salad with tarragon cream makes a refreshing, cool
summer side, which would be better if you seeded the cucumber first, and better still with a grind of
black pepper at the end.

Pairing fennel, lemon, and white wine with roasted chicken thighs turns out to be a master stroke
for flavor. But the recipe asks you to cover it and reduce the heat for the last 20 minutes of its hour
in the oven. That yields stewy, pale meat instead of nicely browned thighs with a thick compote.
Leave the cover off, keep the heat high, and shorten the time by 10 minutes.

If you’ve got blueberries, they’re delicious and attractive in an easy blueberry-ripple cheesecake, but
it would be better to halve the amount of cracker crumbs for the crust.

It’s the height of tomato season and perfect timing for gazpacho with peppers, tomatoes, cucumber,
vinegar, as refreshing a bowl as you’ll find. But it won’t take you the indicated 30 minutes - and I’m
a reasonably efficient choppista. And don’t try to put the whole soup in the blender, as suggested,
unless you want to paint your ceiling red.

To be fair, I did find one recipe which was quite perfect just the way it was: zucchini fritters with dill
tzatziki. They’re held together with just a bit of ricotta and brightened with a cascade of herbs, and
even my rigidly anti-squash children wolfed them down and begged for more.

I have nothing against the team approach to cookbook publishing. It means that you can have info-
packed design, terrific visuals, and an attractive package. But with so many people dedicated to the
success of such a project, a few should have been spared for recipe-testing.
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